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Article
Life Expectancy of Capacitors

The prime component and vulnerable component in reactive 
power compensation (or power factor improvement) is 
Capacitor.

One must know about the life expectancy of Capacitors and 
the factors that affect the life span of capacitors (other than 
the basic quality of the capacitor).

How can the capacitor life time be prolonged?

The mean life expectancy is defined as “the average time up 
to which useful service of a device is expected under the 
conditions specified by the manufacturer and the relevant 
(international) standards” The point is that these specifica-
tions are often not respected. Main stress parameters for the 
capacitors are all values that exceeds the specifications by the 
manufacturer, for example in terms of temperature, switching 
operations and applied voltage. 

We shall see these factors one by one.

Aging factor 1: Temperature

In most of the applications capacitors are used inside the 
panel/cabinet, mainly with the front door closed. Even if only 
the capacitors were in side the panel, they would already 
have an influence on the surrounding temperature as they 
heat up during operation. Additionally, there are other 
components that lead to a temperature increase: Harmonic 
filter reactors, bus bars and thyristors heat up, delivering this 
heat to the inside of the cabinet. To keep the temperature at 
the non-hazardous level, a proper cooling by fans is recom-
mended. Also, a low temperature of the location where the 
cabinet is placed helps – preferably both ways of cooling. Like 
in a Sauna, the hottest part will always be at the top. There-
fore the capacitor themselves should always be installed at 
the bottom. Also, especially filter reactors that heat up during 
operation should be placed in a distance as big as possible. 
The “ideal” temperature is < 35º C for capacitors (see 
temperature class specified by IEC 60831-1)

Following formula gives an estimation how the life time of a 
capacitor is influenced by the surrounding temperature.

TAV =  à  x T          

where,  TAV = average life expectancy,  à = factor by which the 
life of  capacitor gets affected,  T = ideal life span

The experience and experiments give the estimated value of  ‘ 
à ‘  as below

at   42 ºC    à  = 0.50  

at  35 ºC     à  = 1.00  

at  28 ºC     à  = 2.00

This means if the capacitor is exposed to the temperature of 
only 42 ºC i.e 7 ºC higher than the ideal 35 ºC, the life expec-
tancy will be halved….50,000 hours instead of 100,000 hours. 
And as the question here is “how to prolong” and not “how to 
shorten” the life time: a temperature of 28 ºC i.e 7 ºC below 
the ideal 35 ºC the life expectancy shall be 200,000 Hrs; 
against  100,000Hrs.

Most common switching devices are electromechanical 
capacitor duty contactors or electronic thyristor modules. 
Before choosing the one or the other, the expected number of 
switching operations, the type of load—slow or fast chang-
ing(varying)—and the number of step has to be defined.

When switching a capacitor, it is burdened with high inrush 
current for a very short duration or fot the duration of 20 to 
40 msec. The inrush current is the transient current that 
occurs for very short time exactly at the moment of switching. 
Even though it is only a matter of a jiffy, there will be high 
inrush current > 1000 A. 

Capacitor duty contactors are devices for capacitor switching 
and additionally they have auxiliary contacts with damping 
resister for damping of inrush currents. These auxiliary 
contacts and damping resister automatically goes out of 
circuit once main contacts are on. Capacitor duty contactor 
can be used in the applications where only slow changing 
loads are present and where no fast re-switching is required. 
If ordinary/power contactors are used for this type of switch-
ing, the large current peaks quickly strip out the material that 
the manufacturer add to the contact alloy to prevent contact 
welding. The result is that after only a few hundred switching 
operations, pure silver is all that remains and the contacts 
definitely weld.
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In so-called “dynamic” application – fast changing load where 
fast reaction time & more switching is needed – thyristor 
module are the appropriate device. They feature helps to 
switch in at the zero point of the voltage so there will be 
neither excess voltage nor current on the capacitor. 

Both switching devices will protect capacitors from the harm-
ful effects of inrush current. Thyristor modules allow almost 
unlimited operations.

So, to prolong the life time of a capacitor, either a capacitor 
duty Contactor or Thyristor module is recommended. 

That is why IEC 60947 define separate AC-6b utilization 
category for Switching of Capacitor banks 
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Dear All,

It is indeed a great pleasure 
to meet you all again 
through this page.

Wish you all Happy 
Independence day.

Though the interaction 
amongst CEEAMA mem-
bers is increasing and we 

are getting appreciation on the new execution style of CEEAMA, 
I personally feel that it is a long way to go.  I, on behalf of 
Governing Council, again request all the members of CEEAMA to 
take active participation in all the events with good interaction 
and healthy discussions and to make CEEAMA more vibrant.

In line with main objective of knowledge sharing presently we 
are concentrating on the issues related to Solar Energy, Energy 
Conservation and Safety.

Though there are very few, who are constantly contributing to 
CEEAMA–E-News, like Mr. Mangesh Shirgaonkar. We wish, in 
future issues, many new members will add value through active 
contribution, so that we are “Always One Step Ahead”.

With an energetic Governing Council, We are confident that we 
will be delivering and keeping up all our promises to raise 
CEEAMA to a raised platform.

We are looking forward for active participation from all members 
to strengthen CEEAMA. In absence of any concrete suggestions 
from our members, we at GC set few goals and take path forward. 
We request all of you to give one suggestion which will make 
CEEAMA little vibrant and will show its presence in the Industry.

We are putting great efforts to increase CEEAMA presence by 
conducting CEEAMATECH-2019 – an exhibition at Pune. All of 
you are requested to strengthen CEEAMA through active partici-
pation in CEEAMATECH-2019. Please get in touch with Mr. 
Keskar or myself with your suggestions .

With warm regards,

Anil Bhandari

Hon. President

CEEAMA

From the President’s Desk   
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What is New? 
Eaton introduces cutting-edge technologies to enable power 
infrastructure modernization in India

Power management company Eaton on 12.03.2018 
announced the introduction of a range of cutting-edge power 
distribution products at Elecrama 2018 – reiterating its 
commitment to India's power infrastructure modernization 
efforts. The products launched at the event include: 

•        Eaton’s RVAC SF6 Ring Main Unit (RMU): With advanced 
safety and ergonomically designed features The RVAC RMU is 
smart grid ready and immensely improves ease of operation 
and user experience. A highly compact design with logical 
mechanical and electrical interlocks improves personal safety 
and makes fault detection easy and quick.

•       Eaton’s VS1 Vacuum Circuit Breaker (VCB): A medium 
voltage breaker the VS1 VCB operates on mature spring opera-
tion mechanism adopting Eaton VI technology. It is highly 
reliable, provides operational convenience, long life and easy 
maintenance.

•       Eaton’s PSL series Air Circuit Breakers (ACB): The highly 
reliable PSL series delivers performance without compromise 
as it comes with a very high arc handling capacity. The PSL is 
operates with a special grease to work for low temperature 
(up to -40 C). PSL ACBs offers excellent mechanical and insula-
tion capability, enhanced product and electrical lifecycle and 
highly reduced bounce.

HAPPY INDEPENDENCE DAY

Now Available on CEEAMA Website: www.ceeama.orgFor Advertisement Contact admin@ceeama.org
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contacts and damping resister automatically goes out of 
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Always keep an eye on the temperature 

Aging factor 2 : The number of switching 
operations

When a light bulb fails, this mainly happens 
while switching it on & off. That means the 
switching operation has a stress on it. The 
same applies to a capacitor. To keep this 
stress as low as possible, the usage of appro-
priate switching device is highly recom-
mended.

Capacitor duty Contactor Thyristor Switching Module (TSM)    

In so-called “dynamic” application – fast changing load where 
fast reaction time & more switching is needed – thyristor 
module are the appropriate device. They feature helps to 
switch in at the zero point of the voltage so there will be 
neither excess voltage nor current on the capacitor. 

Both switching devices will protect capacitors from the harm-
ful effects of inrush current. Thyristor modules allow almost 
unlimited operations.

So, to prolong the life time of a capacitor, either a capacitor 
duty Contactor or Thyristor module is recommended. 

That is why IEC 60947 define separate AC-6b utilization 
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BECOME A MEMBER A TODAY!
CEEAMA is a section 25 “Not for Profit Company” registered with Registrar of Companies

MAIN OBJECTIVE: 
Our Main Purpose to bring all consulting 
electrical engineering professionals on one 
platform.
Knowledge and Experience sharing
Exposure of members to latest Codes and 
Practices

OUR PRESENCE: 
Mumbai, Pune, Satara, Sangli, Nashik, Miraj, 
Kolhapur, Aurangabad, and Nagpur and 
Intends to expand its operations and 
activities in different regions outside 
Maharashtra in the coming days.

OUR ACTIVITIES:
 CEEAMATECH Conference 
 CEEAMA E-NEWS. 
 CEEAMATECH Exhibition 
 Technical Seminars 
 Factory Visits

350+ MEMBERS 
with three major categories: 
 Life Fellow Member  
 Patron Member
 Associate Member

For more details Kindly Contact: Admin@ceeama.org or Visit www.ceeama.org
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7th Exhibition & Conference on Electrical Industry

8th to 10th February 2019
Auto Cluster, Chinchwad, Pune 

Organised by Event managed byFor Booking and Enquries, Contact :
FairAct Exhibitions and Events LLP

1st Floor, India Printing House, 42, G. D. Ambekar Marg,  Wadala, 
Mumbai 400031

Tel: +91 22 66562115 / 16    Email: ceeamatech@fairact.in

For advertisement in CEEAMA E-NEWS kindly contact admin@ceema.org


